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Dear students and parents,
I hope you are safe and healthy where you are. Here on campus, the sun is shining and the birds are
chirping, but the hallways are only sparsely populated with those who remain on campus and the larger
community is missed. I write today with a series of updates.
Current status
The strong response by our government here in Jordan has continued to effectively limit the spread of
COVID-19. The rolling three day average number of new cases peaked almost two weeks ago, never
moved to exponential growth as in other countries, and appears to be going down. This is promising
for the safety and wellness of Jordan and for the capacity of our medical system to respond to the
virus, but as recent reports by several ministries indicate, even this linear growth means that we will
still be battling the virus for weeks to come.
Spring term
In this context, after reviewing local data and recent statements by the Ministry of Health, the Ministry
of Education and other health organizations, we have more formally decided that we will be extending
our online learning format through to the end of the spring term. This is not the spring term we had
hoped for, but it is the safest path forward — and increasingly the only path forward — given the state
of the country and the world. Meanwhile, feedback has been positive about online learning so far, and
we look forward to gathering fresh survey data from the community next week and continuing to make
the learning experience even stronger. Our school year will continue in this format through to the end
of the current school calendar, with our last day of school being scheduled for May 20.
A COVID-19 Symposium
I am happy to announce one irregularity in the spring schedule, however. As we are living in
unprecedented times, we benefit as a community by understanding, studying and reflecting on this
historical moment. To take time to do this, on Tuesday April 21 and Wednesday April 22, instead of
having normal online classes, students and faculty will host and participate in a two-day symposium
focused entirely on the COVID-19 virus. Sessions will be led by our teachers and by experts in the
fields of infectious disease, technology, telecommunications, mental health, and more, providing the
King’s Academy community an opportunity to better understand the moment we are living in — and
be a part of what helps us all through it. More information about this event will be forthcoming next
week.
Graduation and spring events
The continued efforts to contain the virus mean, unfortunately, that we will not be able to host an in
person graduation ceremony in late May. This comes as a disappointment to us all. Graduation is a
moment that both students and faculty have been looking forward to. What we are committed to doing,
however, is two things: first, while we cannot have a ceremony this spring, we will have a ceremony at
some point in the future. It is too early to say whether it will be in the summer, the fall, next spring, or
even at a later reunion — these are all options that schools around the world are exploring — but we
will work with the senior class to find the best opportunity to gather and celebrate in person.

In the meantime, we will have an experience this spring that ensures that even if we can’t gather in
person, the senior class and our families can joyfully and meaningfully mark and signify this
momentous life transition. It will be virtual, and it won’t try to replace graduation — nothing can —
but it will celebrate this moment in time. Expect to hear more about this. Conversations about what
this will look like have already begun with senior class leadership and will move outward from there.
Between now and graduation the spring promises to be full of opportunities to gather and share joy.
We have heard that among the many things that students miss are coincidental interactions that happen
on the paths, between classes, at the dining hall, and elsewhere. This spring will be full of efforts to
capture and create this kind of community — and these events will come from students and the school
alike. While we on campus had been discussing the possibility a virtual prom, students took it up on
their own initiative and hosted their own virtual prom last week. This kind of creativity and
resourcefulness will characterize our student body for years to come.
Retrieval of belongings
As our social distancing extends into the longer term, the campus, so long as students remain here, will
remain closed. This means that for the short term, students will be unable to return to gather their
belongings. We are, however, developing systems to enable families to gather their belongings once
travel opens again within the country. Expect to hear more about this in the coming weeks.
Students currently on campus
King’s Academy will continue to be a home for students who are unable to return to their families. The
campus remains a safe, supported community. When travel restrictions do loosen, however, we will
encourage families to arrange for their students to return home, if and when it is possible. Current
forecasts anticipate the airport opening in late May, except for flights chartered through embassies. In
the meantime, know that adults on campus continue to care for and support those students who are
here.
Summer programs
Please note that while the future remains uncertain, we are nonetheless making plans for our summer
programs. Our summer programs are already taking enrollments, and in the event that restrictions
prevent in-person gatherings as late as the summer, we will be offering online summer courses to
students both local and international. Updates on summer programs will be forthcoming.
We still have months ahead of us before then, however. And so until that time, we look forward to
virtually seeing each other in our classes, at the symposium that you’ll be hearing more about soon,
and in our spring online gatherings. We wish you good health in the meantime. Please don’t hesitate to
contact us if you have questions.
Stay safe, and speak with you all again soon,
Peter Nilsson
Head of School

